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Hi, I'm Zina! You know you’re in the right spot if — You believe in game nights. You believe in PJ movie parties. You believe in breakfast for dinner. And most importantly, you believe happiness is family.

Let me show you around →
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	[image: A cat who is nervous about moving hiding under a couch.]7 Astoundingly Helpful Tips for Moving With Cats into a New Home

	[image: Two woman sitting on the sidewalk talking about turning 40.]5 Brutally Honest Things Every Woman Turning 40 Should Know

	[image: How to Maximize Space in Your Luggage: You'll be amazed at what's in this suitcase *10 packing tips and hacks for your next family vacation]The Best Way To Pack a Suitcase: How to Travel With a Family + a Single Suitcase

	[image: How to Ensure Your Tween ROCKS the First Day of Middle School: Know what to wear on the first day ahead of time. If you’re daughter is like mine, she’ll likely have this picked out a week in advance. Recommend she picks a secondary outfit, “just incase she isn’t feeling it” on the first day. It is always good to have a back-up plan. *Great list of back-to-school tips for tweens]How to Ensure Your Tween ROCKS the First Day of Middle School

	[image: alt]Hidden Valley Ranch Chicken Marinade — THE BEST Chicken Recipe With Only 4-Ingredients!

	[image: This cheesy chicken pot pie biscuit casserole is SO GOOD. If you’re pinched for time, keep this 30-minute cheesy chicken biscuit casserole simple with ingredients from your pantry. This quick and easy chicken bake uses cream of chicken soup and sour cream, so it is amazingly creamy. *This is a keeper! My kids (and husband!) love it.]Chicken Biscuit Casserole
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Slow Down In Life

	Overwhelm and busy get in the way of finding time for what really matters in life. Ready to reset? Join me at Becoming UnBusy too!





Slow Living Movement

	"She silently stepped out of the race she never wanted to be in, found her own lane, and proceeded to win."
— Pam Lambert
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